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Normal wound healing cascade is highly dynamic and has four distinct overlapping phases which involves several cellular

and molecular interactions. It is known to be one of the most complicated processes in human body. The wound healing

mechanism can be interrupted due to the involvement of several diseases that eventually develop to chronic wounds such

as in diabetic foot ulcers. Infection is a common problem in chronic wound cause by microbes residing on the superficial

layer of the skin. It is frequently resulting in impaired wound healing and patient morbidity and mortality. Antibiotic therapy

and wound dressings are the main treatments to treat infected chronic wounds. However, the presence of polymicrobial

infections, formation of bacterial biofilms and antibiotics resistance are the major challenges faced by healthcare providers

to kill or eliminate the microbes from the wounds. Considering all the possible factors, more studies are needed to

elucidate the role of microbes as well as the selection of suitable empirical antibiotics in reducing the infections and

provide optimal healing in chronic wounds.
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1. Introduction

Skin wound healing is a highly complex and dynamic mechanism involving various regulatory cells and molecules

integrating to complete the wound re-epithelialization cascade . Once the cutaneous layer is broken, the embedded

cellular and molecular substances within the skin layers will synchronize at the designated phases to initiate the healing

mechanism. Even though cutaneous wound healing is a systematic process, the phases are overlapping; therefore, it is

known as one of the most complicated biological processes in human body . A chronic wound can be described as a

stalled wound or wound that cannot heal in the expected time frame which is less than 3 months .

A chronic wound is caused by a local factor (infection), systemic factor (diabetes), or both . Generally, chronic wound is

a healthcare and socioeconomic burden. Approximately 2% of the population in developed countries has the potential to

develop chronic wounds, especially leg ulcers, once in a lifetime . Chronic wounds affected around 5.7 million people in

the USA alone, at the cost of $20 billion for treatment and management yearly. The incidence is predicted to rise

significantly in the elderly due to diabetes . Besides skin lesion and diabetes, there are various underlying diseases such

as sickle cell anemia, calciphylaxis, systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE), skin disease, or impaired physiological states

that include paralysis, malnourishment (lack of nutrients), aging, and poor mobility that can affect the sequence of healing

events, resulting in non-healing or chronic wounds .

In diabetes, for instance, several complications can lead to chronic wounds. However, diabetic foot ulcer (DFU) is

considered more alarming than any other complications as it has become the primary cause of morbidity and increased

hospital care for diabetic patients . In addition, poor vascular flow and life-threatening infections are the major causative

factors in diabetic chronic wounds impairing the wound healing process . According to Armstrong and his team (2017),

the cost of treatment for diabetic foot care has exceeded the cost for common cancers, as the diabetic wound is

responsible for more admissions than any other diabetic complications. The researchers further stated that diabetic

patients who developed foot ulcerations are at two times higher risk of death within 5 years upon diagnosis than patients

who are not diagnosed with foot ulcers .

Based on the 2015 prevalence data, the International Diabetes Federation (IDF) reported that approximately 463 million

adults are living with diabetes in 2019 , and diabetic foot with lower extremity complications affects about 40 to 60

million people globally (International Diabetes Federation-Complications 2020). In addition, the World Health Organization

(WHO) has estimated that diabetes will be the seventh foremost death cause in 2030 . Recently, it has been reported

that every 30 s, one leg is being amputated due to DFU in some part of the world . 
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2. The role of normal flora as protective agents toward skin

Normal flora play important function to maintain homeostasis and maturation of the skin. There are around 1000 types of

normal flora inhabiting the human skin. Normal flora are referred as bacterial normal flora since bacteria typically populate

the human skin without causing any harm to healthy individuals . Most of the bacterial normal flora live on the surface

layer of the epidermis and the upper parts of the hair follicles  while some reside beneath the hair follicles. These

bacteria are the reservoir for re-colonization after the removal of the surface bacteria . The most abundant types of

bacteria that take up the huge space of the skin are Staphylococcus epidermidis  and Staphylococcus aureus ,

Staphylococcus haemolyticus, Staphylococcus hominis , and Micrococci species .

The relationship between bacterial normal flora and host are either mutualistic or commensalism, and once established

settlement, the microbial communities remain constant and stable on the skin over time  Some factors could cause

interruption to normal flora-host relationship such as age, gender, medications (antibiotics), disease, different

geographical areas and lifestyles , . A slight alterations caused by any of the abovementioned factors could become

favouritism for some bacteria to colonize the skin more than the others. An example is lifestyle, particularly hygiene and

use of cosmetics, soaps and other body products influence the dynamic of normal flora by removing them from the skin

and encourage other microbes to grow  . Normal flora protect the skin barrier from pathogens invasion. For an

example, S. epidermidis induce the activation of CD8 T cells with IL-17A or IFN-γ to inhibit the entry of pathogens into the

skin . Besides that, S. epidermidis also release substances known as phenol soluble modulins (PSMs) and bacteriocin

which is harmful and prevent the multiplication of microbes on the skin surface .

3. The role of microbes in acute wound healing

Similar to other living organisms, microorganisms need essential requirements such as suitable temperature, pH, and

nutrients for survival and growth . The normal pH of healthy skin for both genders is between 4 to 5, which is acidic .

The acidic condition is one of the way to protect the skin from exogenous microorganisms . The acidic pH of the skin is

a desirable condition for S. epidermidis to preserve and attach to the skin, whereby this condition is unfavorable or could

inhibit the growth of some skin pathogens such as S. aureus and P. acne. Most skin pathogens prefer alkaline

environments . In acute wound healing, when the wound becomes acidic, the amount of lactic acid and oxygen will

reduce the pH of the skin. Acidic condition of the wound is needed for macrophages response, multiplication of fibroblasts,

angiogenesis, collagen synthesis, and DNA formation to facilitate wound closure. In contrast, a wound that develops

infection appears to increase in an alkalinity environment .

Recent studies have found that S. epidermidis stimulate CD8 T cells  to cytotoxic T cells (CTLs) through RNA gene

sequencing. The studies further revealed that immune regulation and genes associated with tissue repair were up-

regulated. They concluded that both bacteria and T cells not only prevent foreign particles invasion but also hastening skin

wound healing . Moreover, a similar finding has been proven in skin biopsy samples whereby induced wound injury

exposed to S. epidermidis drastically improved re-epithelialization and tissue granulation . Figure 1 of this review

provides an overview of factors that contribute to wound healing.

Figure 1. (A) Figure A shows normal

flora/skin microbiome (S. epidermidis) on normal wound healing. The skin is protected from gram-positive /negative

bacteria by S. epidermidis. The left corner shows factors that contribute to wound healing and further preventing

colonization by skin pathogens. (B) Figure B shows both S. epidermidis and T cells help in wound closure and act as

protective shields against pathogen invasions
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4.The role of microbes in chronic wound healing

There are few types of microorganisms that are accountable for infections in chronic wounds which include

Staphylococcus aureus, Staphylococcus epidermidis (both gram-positive bacteria) while Escherichia coli, Proteus
mirabilis, Pseudomonas aeruginosa, Enterobacter species, and Morganella species (gram-negative bacteria). Among the

microbes, S. aureus mostly resistant to antibiotics and contains high virulence, contributing to the pathogenicity of the host

.

The bacteria that already occupied the wounded sheet generally produce biofilms acting as barrier to allow them to grow,

multiply, and protect from immune cells or become resistant to the antibiotics. The biofilm architecture comprises a fraction

of bacteria implanted in the extracellular polysaccharide matrix or extracellular polymeric substances (EPS). Additionally,

this biofilm is toxic to the other skin cells, explaining the delay in wound healing . The EPS is water-based,

containing a matrix with some protein substances that help channel nutrients, movement, and communication between

the bacterial communities in a biofilm. In brief, EPS is the main component of most bacterial biofilms that support

colonization or recolonization, by adhering to the wounded surface area . 

Bacterial biofilm formation is one of the indicators for its presence in a chronic wound with more than 50% are detectable

through microscopic observation compared to only 6% in an acute wound. The bacteria species and the relative number

varied from one wound to another . Some anaerobic bacteria can survive and multiply deeper in a biofilm even

though the oxygen level is depleted. Therefore, it is vital to investigate the type of bacterial strains and their relationship

within the wound since it is insufficient to kill the biofilm cells by looking into the bacterial colonies alone . 

Neutrophils utilize neutrophil extracellular traps (NETs) to kill infectious microbes or biofilms by releasing chromatins and

granular protein contents. It is also known as NETosis. . In addition, S. aureus is able to induce extracellular trap

formation by releasing leucocidin from the biofilm to escape the antimicrobial activity of NETs. This encourages the

multiplication of bacterial colonies to disperse to a new place for new biofilm formation; thus, helps the bacteria to sustain

and survive in chronic wound for a longer time . Figure 2 of this review provides an overview of favourable conditions

for pathogens' survival and factors that cause cell death in chronic wound.

Figure 2. The figures above show microbes in acute and chronic wounds. (A) In acute wounds, fibrin fragments and

keratin residues are favorable conditions for pathogens invasion into the skin. Hence, bacteria aggregate to prevent

immune cells from destroying the bacterial community; (B) In chronic wounds, the biofilm formation secretes inflammatory

cytokines, free radicals, and nitric oxide, which are toxic to cells and cell apoptosis.

5. Treatments for chronic wounds and diabetic foot ulcers

Antibiotic treatments can be administered to the patients either by parenteral, oral, or topical . Since some antibiotics

can reduce a type of pathogen while increasing the growth of others, an empirical antibiotic choice should be carefully

selected based on the clinical examinations, the severity of the infection, antimicrobial sensitivity pattern, and the

aetiological agent. A broad spectrum of parenteral antibiotics is administered for severe infections, while narrow-spectrum

oral antibiotics are administered for mild infections .

Besides drugs, there are different types of wound dressings applied for wound treatments such as passive dressings,

interactive dressings, advanced dressings, bioactive dressings, and antimicrobial dressings. The goal of a good dressing

is to retain moisture for wound closure, prevent infections, reduce pain or irritation, and scar formation .
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